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Abstract
Goals of work—Advanced cancer patients’ perceptions of prognosis, which are often overly
optimistic compared to oncologist estimates, influence treatment preferences. The predictors of
patients’ perceptions and the effect of oncologist communication on patient understanding are
unclear. This study was designed to identify the communication factors that influence patient–
oncologist concordance about chance of cure.

Materials and methods—We analyzed audiorecorded encounters between 51 oncologists and
141 advanced cancer patients with good (n=69) or poor (n=72) concordance about chance of cure.
Encounters were coded for communication factors that might influence oncologist–patient
concordance, including oncologist statements of optimism and pessimism.

Main results—Oncologists made more statements of optimism (mean=3.3 per encounter) than
statements of pessimism (mean=1.2 per encounter). When oncologists made at least one statement
of pessimism, patients were more likely to agree with their oncologist's estimated chance of cure
(OR=2.59, 95%CI=1.31–5.12). Statements of optimism and uncertainty were not associated with an
increased likelihood that patients would agree or disagree with their oncologists about chance of
cure.

Conclusions—Communication of pessimistic information to patients with advanced cancer
increases the likelihood that patients will report concordant prognostic estimates. Communication
of optimistic information does not have any direct effect. The best communication strategy to
maximize patient knowledge for informed decision making while remaining sensitive to patients’
emotional needs may be to emphasize optimistic aspects of prognosis while also consciously and
clearly communicating pessimistic aspects of prognosis.

Keywords
Communication; Cancer; Medical oncology; Prognosis; Physician–patient relations

Introduction
Patients’ perceptions of prognosis influence their treatment preferences in advanced cancer
[8,32]. Studies have shown that patients with optimistic perceptions of prognosis are more
likely to prefer resuscitation [15], favor life-extending therapy [32], and enter phase I clinical
trials [25]. While these treatments offer the hope of benefit, they can have considerable toxicity
and impact quality of life. Effective oncologist–patient communication about prognosis is
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prerequisite to defining goals of care, making treatment decisions, and planning for the future
in ways that most accurately reflect patient values and wishes.

Many patients desire that their physicians provide detailed prognostic information in a direct
and honest manner [3,7,13,17]. Yet, many do not achieve a clear understanding of their
prognosis and commonly overestimate their prognosis when compared to the observed duration
of survival [32]. Although oncologists often overestimate the survival time for patients with
advanced cancer [5,11,24,27], patients generally report even more optimistic estimates than
their physicians [10,23,25,28,30,32].

While patient factors such as denial or misunderstanding may contribute to the observed
discordance [10], physician communication behaviors such as avoidance of discussing
prognosis, withholding prognostic information, or presenting overly optimistic information
have also been implicated [1,9,20,31]. Some argue that because patients desire, above all, to
maintain hope, oncologists should take liberties with what prognostic information is shared,
present information gradually over time, and present information in accordance with patient
informational preferences [2,16,18]. The best strategies for presenting prognostic information
to optimize patient understanding while supporting patient hope are unclear. We studied
patient–oncologist pairs with concordant and discordant views of prognosis using a database
of audiorecorded encounters to identify the communication factors that may influence
concordance about chance of cure.

Materials and methods
This study analyzed encounters recorded during the baseline phase of the Studying
Communication in Oncologist Patient Encounters (SCOPE) trial. The complete methods for
the SCOPE trial are reported in detail elsewhere [19]. The trial was approved by the Duke
University, Durham Veterans Affairs (VA), and the University of Pittsburgh Institutional
Review Boards. All participants provided written informed consent.

Study sample and procedures
Oncologists and patients were recruited from Duke University (DUMC), the Durham VA
(DVAMC), and the University of Pittsburgh (UPMC). Eligible outpatients were identified by
oncologists as patients whom they “would not be surprised if they were admitted to an intensive
care unit or died within 1 year.” Patients were required to speak English; receive primary
oncology care at DUMC, DVAMC, or UPMC; and have access to a telephone. Exclusion
criteria included active psychosis or dementia, hearing impairment, speech disorder, inability
to provide informed consent, and patients seen primarily by residents or nonphysician
providers.

Demographics were collected from oncologists upon enrollment. Patients were administered
surveys assessing demographics and denial before their recorded encounter. Recorded
encounters included first time consultations, routine visits, follow-up visits, and visits triggered
by change. After each visit, oncologists completed a survey assessing patient diagnosis, extent
of disease, treatment intent, and prognosis. This survey included a single response item of
chance of cure with 11 response options (0%, 1–10%, 11–20%, etc.) Patient post visit surveys,
completed within 10 days after the recorded encounter, included predicted chance of cure using
the same 11 response options. Patient and oncologist estimates of chance of cure were made
independently, and patients were blinded to the prognostic eligibility criteria.

The selection process for the subset of encounters included in this study is shown in Fig. 1. Of
the 422 recorded encounters in the SCOPE database, 187 patient–oncologist pairs had estimates
of chance of cure reported for both oncologist and patient. Patient and oncologist estimates of
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chance of cure were compared and pairs were classified as having “good concordance” or “poor
concordance” before the analysis of the recorded conversations. Patient–oncologist pairs with
responses differing by 0–2 categories (i.e., patient estimated 11–20% chance of cure and MD
estimated 0%) were included in the “good concordance” group (n=69). Pairs with responses
differing by 6–10 categories were included in a “poor concordance” group (n=72). In every
“poor concordance” pair, the patient's estimate was more optimistic than the oncologist's
estimate. The encounters of patient–oncologist pairs with moderate agreement about chance
of cure, differing by 3–5categories (n=39), were excluded from this analysis to create two
distinctly different groups. Six encounters with good (n=2) or poor (n=4) concordance were
excluded retrospectively from the analysis due to lack of conversation of interest, as discussed
below.

The selection process yielded 141 recorded visits between 51 oncologists and 141 advanced
cancer patients. The mean number of recorded conversations per oncologist was 2.8
(median=2) with a minimum of 1 conversation and a maximum of 7 conversations.

Codebook development
We developed a codebook to classify oncologists’ communication behaviors that may affect
patient prognostic perceptions. Through the initial analysis of over 50 conversations, we
observed that discussions of disease-related prognosis occur rarely; more frequently,
oncologist statements concerning the patient's past, present, and future disease course are made
while discussing test results or treatment [29]. We hypothesized that such statements, along
with explicit statements about prognosis, influence patient prognostic perceptions. Many of
these statements could be classified as optimistic, pessimistic, or uncertain. Based on these
observations, a codebook was developed to quantify statements of optimism, pessimism, and
uncertainty made by oncologists during discussions of test results, treatment, and prognosis
(Table 1). Optimistic statements and pessimistic statements were subclassified as referring to
the past or present or referring to the future. Encounters containing no discussion of test results,
treatment, or prognosis were excluded from the study (n=6).

Using this codebook, the content of the recorded conversations was analyzed by two trained
coders (T.R. and M.H.) who were blinded to the patient and physician survey responses. All
conversations were analyzed by one coder (T.R.) and 15% were coded by M.H. to assess
interrater reliability. Disagreements were discussed and final decisions were made by the
primary researcher. Cohen's kappa was used to calculate the interrater reliability for each code
using Landis and Koch's classification (0.21–0.40=fair agreement, 0.41–0.60=moderate
agreement, 0.61–0.80=substantial agreement; Table 1) [21].

Measurements and statistical analysis—Analyses were performed using the SAS for
Windows Version 9.1 (SAS, Cary, NC, USA). The unit of analysis was the entire recorded
encounter. Frequency counts were computed for the number of encounters in which test results,
treatment, and prognosis were discussed. The total encounter lengths and percentage of
conversation of interest (test result, treatment, and/or prognosis discussion) in each encounter
were calculated. Frequency counts of statements of optimism, pessimism, and uncertainty per
encounter were compiled.

Predictors of patient–physician concordance about chance of cure—Patient–
physician concordance about chance of cure was the outcome variable, analyzed as a
dichotomous variable of “good concordance” and “poor concordance” as defined above. The
explanatory variables of statements of optimism (total, past/present, and future), pessimism
(total, past/present, and future), and uncertainty were initially examined for association with
the outcome using chi-square analyses. A large portion of encounters did not have any
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statements; therefore, the counts of optimism, pessimism, and uncertainty were collapsed to
two level variables of “any statements” vs “no statement.” Each explanatory variable
demonstrating an association at the p<0.05 level was entered into a separate multivariable
logistic regression model with covariates of interest including patient age, sex, level of
education, diagnosis, and denial. The explanatory variable and covariates were entered into
models simultaneously. Patient age was analyzed as a two-level variable of <65 and ≥65. Level
of education was analyzed as a two-level variable of “high school graduate or less” and “at
least some college” because data was sparsely distributed (Table 2). Patient diagnosis was
analyzed as a two-level variable of “hematological malignancy” vs “nonhematological
malignancy” because treatment of advanced hematological cancers may offer a chance of cure
more frequently than treatment of solid malignancies. Patient denial was assessed using the
summed score of the two denial items from the brief COPE scale [4]. Patient race was not
included in the multivariable logistic regression models as 84% of patients were white.

In addition to the above analysis, we included a random effect for oncologist and fit mixed
effects logistic regression models to determine if there was a clustering effect within oncologist;
there was no evidence that this effect exists. This suggests that patients consulting the same
oncologist were not more likely to have good or poor concordance about chance of cure than
patients consulting with different oncologists.

Results
Demographics

The mean oncologist age was 44.9 years (SD=8.1) and most were men (78%) and white (82%).
Specialties included medical oncology (69%), hematological oncology (20%), gynecological
oncology (8%), and radiation oncology (4%; Table 2). The average patient age was 60.0 years
(SD=11.2) and the majority were white (84%). Patients had a heterogeneous group of cancers,
the majority of which were disseminated at the time of the visit (73%). Twenty-three percent
were undergoing treatment with curative intent while the remaining were undergoing palliative
(64%) or no treatment (13%; Table 2).

Oncologist communication behaviors
The average encounter length was 19 min and 52 s (SD=13 min and 51 s). The average
percentage of the visit spent discussing test results, treatment, and/or prognosis was 38.0%
(SD=26.3%). Treatment (94.3%) and test results (77.3%) were discussed in the majority of
visits, while prognosis was discussed in 50.4% of visits.

Oncologists made optimistic statements about the patient's cancer in the majority of encounters
(85%) with an average of 3.3 optimistic statements made per visit (SD=3.2). Optimism or
reassurance about the past or present course of the cancer was expressed in 58% of encounters
with an average of 1.6 statements per visit (SD=2.1). Optimism about the future was expressed
in 60% of encounters with an average of 1.7 statements per visit (SD=2.3).

Pessimism was expressed less frequently than optimism. Statements of pessimism were made
in 46% of encounters with an average of 1.2 pessimistic statements per visit (SD=2.1).
Oncologists very rarely emphasized that the patient's disease course had not gone well,
expressing concern, disappointment, or discouragement about the patient's cancer in only 15%
of visits. Pessimism about the future was expressed more frequently (42% of encounters) than
pessimism about the past or present (1.0 vs 0.2 pessimistic statements per encounter).

Oncologists made statements of uncertainty in 36% of encounters with an average of 1.0
statement of uncertainty per visit (SD=2.3).
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Predictors of oncologist and patient concordance about chance of cure
In bivariate analyses, statements of optimism did not increase the likelihood of agreement or
disagreement about chance of cure (OR=0.54, 95%CI=0.21–1.39; Table 3). In addition, no
significant association was demonstrated between concordance about chance of cure and
statements of optimism about the past or present (p=0.700), statements of optimism about the
future (p=0.704), statements of pessimism about the past or present (p=0.198), or statements
of uncertainty (p=0.988). However, significant associations existed between concordance and
statements of pessimism (p=0.006), and statements of pessimism about the future (p=0.015).

In multivariable analyses, statements of pessimism and pessimism about the future were
significantly associated with an increased likelihood of good concordance about chance of cure
independent of patient education, age, gender, diagnosis, or denial (p=0.006, p=0.017; Tables
4 and 5). When oncologists made at least one pessimistic statement, the pair was more likely
to have good concordance about chance of cure compared to when no statements of pessimism
were made (OR=2.92, 95%CI=1.35–6.32; Table 4). Similarly, when oncologists made at least
one pessimistic statement about the future, the pair was more likely to have good concordance
about chance of cure (OR=2.58 95%CI=1.18–5.62; Table 5). Patient education, age, gender,
diagnosis and denial were not independently associated with concordance about chance of cure.

Discussion
Consistent with previous studies, we found that patients with advanced cancer are often more
optimistic about their prognosis than their physicians [10,23,28,32]. When oncologists made
at least one statement expressing pessimism, patients were more likely to agree with their
oncologists about chance of cure. However, oncologists did not express pessimism in most
visits, making pessimistic statements in only 46% of encounters. On average, oncologists
expressed more than twice as many optimistic statements as pessimistic statements; however,
expressions of optimism did not increase the likelihood that patients would agree or disagree
with their oncologists about their chance of cure.

Several previous studies suggest that both communication and patient factors contribute to
patient perceptions of prognosis [10,23,30]. Our study provides additional evidence to support
these findings, specifically in terms of perception of chance of cure, which is most influenced
by oncologist statements of pessimism about the patient's cancer. One explanation for this
finding is that oncologists speak more frankly with patients whom they believe have a good
understanding of prognosis. However, previous studies have shown that physicians often do
not recognize patients’ optimistic misconceptions about prognosis [10,28], making this
explanation less likely.

Alternatively, pessimistic statements may directly inform patients’ perceptions of prognosis.
The following statements made while discussing palliative treatment illustrate that oncologists
can provide truthful information to patients with or without explicitly stating the pessimistic
aspects of the situation.

Example 1: “The (treatment) will control the estrogen receptor positive cancer cells. So that
should work nicely.”

Example 2: “One thing that I pointed out before and I just want you to understand that, that
although I am trying to give you chemotherapy to control your disease, you are in the stage
where I cannot make the cancer go away completely.”

In the first example, the oncologist focused on treatment-related prognosis, expressing the
optimistic information that the treatment should control the disease without discussing the
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disease-related prognostic information that the cancer is likely incurable. Previous studies have
shown that this is a common strategy employed by physicians when discussing prognosis with
advanced cancer patients [29,31]. The second example differs in that the oncologist explicitly
states the pessimistic aspect of this information; that while the treatment can control the disease,
it will not achieve the ultimate goal of curing the disease. Our results suggest that although
such statements are not made in the majority of encounters, when made such statements may
balance out other factors that lead to overly optimistic prognostic estimates and thereby
contribute to a more concordant patient understanding of chance of cure.

Oncologists made statements of optimism twice as often as statements of pessimism in the
recorded visits, although they were talking with patients that they would not be surprised if
they died within 1 year. Accordingly, previous studies have shown that oncologists have a
strong desire to help patients with advanced cancer maintain hope and, therefore, tend to focus
on positive aspects of prognosis such as positive treatment outcomes, new therapies, or
exceptions to the prognostic statistics [3,12,26]. Expressions of optimism were not associated
with an increased likelihood of patient optimism about chance of cure, which suggests that it
is possible for patients to achieve an understanding of certain aspects of their prognosis (e.g.,
the cancer is incurable) despite physician expressions of optimism or encouragement about
other aspects of the disease or prognosis (e.g., “the current CT scan looks good,” “there are
many good treatment options available,” or “treatment may prolong your life”). The majority
of patients want their physicians to nurture hope and be optimistic about their likely future
[6,14,22]. This finding suggests that oncologists can honor this patient preference without
affecting a patient's ability to have a realistic understanding of prognosis.

This study has several limitations. We assessed patient understanding of prognosis using only
their estimated chance of cure. Therefore, no specific conclusions can be drawn about the effect
of the communication behaviors studied on patient perceptions of other aspects of prognosis,
including the chances of treatment prolonging life or the chances of treatment improving the
quality of life. Second, we analyzed oncologist–patient communication at a single point in time
and, therefore, did not account for previous interactions that may have informed patient
perceptions of prognosis. To minimize this limitation, we assessed patient perception of cure
shortly after the recorded visit and excluded encounters that did not contain prognostically
informative conversation topics. Third, this study did not attempt to quantify the specific types
of prognostic information given to patients. Therefore, it was not possible to analyze the effect
of the communication behaviors studied independently of the specific prognostic information
conveyed. Fourth, we did not look at actual patient outcomes and cannot comment on the
accuracy of patient or oncologist prognostic estimates or describe the observed length of
survival of enrolled patients. Finally, our study does not assess the relationship between the
expression of optimism and pessimism and patient emotional states, which may impact the
clinical utility of the results. For example, if expressions of pessimism are associated with
increased patient depression or anxiety, an oncologist may or may not want to use such
statements as a tool to facilitate patient understanding of prognosis.

When caring for patients with advanced cancer, oncologists have the difficult job of supporting
patient hope while also facilitating understanding of prognosis to allow patients to make
informed decisions. One strategy used to maintain hope is to emphasize the positive aspects
of the disease course and prognosis; and this study provides evidence that oncologists can use
this strategy without risking that patients will be overly optimistic as a result. Another strategy
used to maintain patient hope is to avoid highlighting or even discussing the negative aspects
of prognosis. The findings of this study suggest that this practice may contribute to overly
optimistic patient estimates of prognosis. Together, these findings suggest that the best clinical
practice when caring for patients with advanced cancer may be to emphasize the optimistic
aspects of prognosis, such as the chance of a treatment keeping the disease stable, while also
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consciously and clearly communicating pessimistic aspects of prognosis, such as the fact that
the cancer is incurable.
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Fig. 1.
Selection of subset of encounters for the study
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Table 1

Codebook, description of elements

Communication behavior Definition Examples Kappa

Test results discussion MD and patient discuss laboratory
testing, pathology, or imaging that
gives information about the patient's
cancer.

Discussion of new CT scan results. 0.69

Treatment discussion MD and patient discuss the effects
of treatment, current or future
treatment options, or likely
outcomes of treatment.

Discussion of whether to stop current
treatment. Discussion of participation in
phase I clinical trial.

0.36a

Prognosis discussion MD makes statement about
expectations of the disease that refer
to the likely course of the patient's
cancer or what the outcome might
be.

MD makes a statement about the time frame
in which changes in the cancer can be
expected to occur. MD makes a statement
about the chances of being completely cured.

0.78

Communication behaviors below were coded only within test results, treatment, or prognosis discussions, as defined above

Statement of optimism about the past or present MD makes statement of optimism,
praise, relief of worry, or
reassurance that emphasizes that
treatment of the cancer or the
patient's course with the cancer has
gone will so far.

“Your scans look great. Everything looks
wonderful from that point of view. So put your
mind at rest about that.”

0.73

Statement of optimism about the future MD makes statement that expresses
or implies optimism or
encouragement about the future
course of the cancer.

“Radiation therapy should do a very good job
of taking care of (the tumor) right here.” “You
know, it could be that you remain in remission
for many years.”

0.40

Statement of pessimism about the past or
present

MD makes statement of concern,
disappointment, or discouragement
that emphasizes that treatment of the
cancer or the patient's course with
the cancer has NOT gone well so far.

“Unfortunately, it looks like the cancer has
grown further, which tells me that the chemo
we gave you wasn't of benefit.”

0.61

Statement of pessimism about the future MD makes statement that expresses
or implies pessimism or worry about
the future course of the cancer.

“We recognize that we don't have a lot of good
chemo options, and what we do have is more
likely to make you sick than to help.” “Your
tumor is at high risk for relapse.”

0.53

Statement of uncertainty MD makes a direct and
unambiguous statement of
uncertainty.

“No one really knows how quickly this cancer
is going to progress.” “We don't know very
much about the chances of benefit.”

0.67

a
The high prevalence of treatment discussions contributes to the low kappa score for this code. Percent agreement for treatment discussion was 80.5%.
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Table 2

Physician and patient characteristics

Characteristics Patients, no. (%)a, n=147 Physicians, no. (%)a, n=51

Age, years Mean (SD) 60.0 (11.2) 44.9 (8.1)

Range 30–86 29–60

Race White 119 (84) 42 (82)

Black/African American 17 (12) 0 (0)

Other 3 (2) 9 (18)

Gender Male 66 (47) 40 (78)

Female 75 (53) 11 (22)

Physician specialty Medical oncology 35 (69)

Hematological oncology 10 (20)

Gynecologic oncology 4 (8)

Radiation oncology 2 (4)

Length of relationship with current
oncologist

<6 months 47 (33)

6–12 months 34 (24)

1–3 years 42 (30)

>3 years 17 (12)

Education 8th grade or less 3 (2)

Some high school 7 (5)

Completed high school or GED 30 (21)

Some college 46 (33)

Completed college 36 (26)

Graduate school 18 (13)

Cancer type Breast 22 (16)

Lung 19 (13)

Colorectal/small bowel/esophageal 14 (10)

Brain 11 (8)

Lymphoma 11 (8)

Leukemia 9 (6)

Other 46 (33)

Extent of disease No disease 15 (11)

Localized 20 (14)

Disseminated 103 (73)

Treatment at time of visit Chemotherapy 76 (54)

Endocrine therapy 7 (5)

Radiotherapy 2 (1)

No treatment 37 (26)

Other 19 (13)

Treatment intent Curative 32 (23)

Disease/symptom control 90 (64)

No treatment 18 (13)
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a
There are missing data for some variables. Therefore, not all percentages add up to 100%.
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Table 3

The association of oncologist communication behaviors and oncologist–patient concordance about chance of
cure

Variable Frequency Odds ratio (95%CI) p

Optimism—total

  No statements

    Poor concordance 8

    Good concordance 13

  At least one statement

    Poor concordance 64 0.538

    Good concordance 56 (0.208, 1.394) 0.198

Optimism—past/present

  No statements

    Poor concordance 29

    Good concordance 30

  At least one statement

    Poor concordance 43 0.877

    Good concordance 39 (0.449, 1.713) 0.700

Optimism—future

  No statements

    Poor concordance 28

    Good concordance 29

  At least one statement

    Poor concordance 44 0.878

    Good concordance 40 (0.448, 1.721) 0.704

Pessimism—total

  No statements

    Poor concordance 47

    Good concordance 29

  At least one statement

    Poor concordance 25 2.593

    Good concordance 40 (1.312, 5.124) 0.006

Pessimism—past/present

  No statements

    Poor concordance 64

    Good concordance 56

  At least one statement

    Poor concordance 8 1.857

    Good concordance 13 (0.718, 4.807) 0.198

Pessimism—future

  No statements

    Poor concordance 49

    Good concordance 33
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Variable Frequency Odds ratio (95%CI) p

  At least one statement

    Poor concordance 23 2.324

    Good concordance 36 (1.172, 4.608) 0.015

Uncertainty

  No statements

    Poor concordance 46

    Good concordance 44

  At least one statement

    Poor concordance 26 1.005

    Good concordance 25 (0.506, 1.999) 0.988
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Table 4

Multivariable analysis of association of statements of pessimism with concordance about chance of cure (n =
128)

Variable OR (95%CI) p

Statements of pessimism 2.923 (1.352–6.323) 0.0064

Patient education 1.423 (0.608–3.330) 0.4165

Patient age 0.681 (0.312–1.485) 0.3346

Patient sex 1.566 (0.735–3.337) 0.2453

Patient diagnosis 1.457 (0.588–3.608) 0.4158

Patient denial 0.888 (0.713–1.105) 0.2868

C statistic=0.705. Thirteen observations were deleted due to missing values.
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Table 5

Multivariable analysis of association of statements of pessimism about the future with concordance about chance
of cure (n=128)

Variable OR (95%CI) p

Statement of pessimism about the future 2.576 (1.181–5.620) 0.0174

Patient education 1.397 (0.601–3.249) 0.4370

Patient age 0.636 (0.294–1.376) 0.2507

Patient sex 1.675 (0.792–3.539) 0.1768

Patient diagnosis 1.485 (0.595–3.707) 0.3971

Patient denial 0.884 (0.711–1.099) 0.2662

C statistic=0.692. Thirteen observations were deleted due to missing values.
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